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Beyond biogeographic patterns:
processes shaping the microbial
landscape
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Abstract | Recently, microbiologists have established the existence of biogeographic
patterns among a wide range of microorganisms. The focus of the field is now shifting to
identifying the mechanisms that shape these patterns. Here, we propose that four processes
— selection, drift, dispersal and mutation — create and maintain microbial biogeographic
patterns on inseparable ecological and evolutionary scales. We consider how the interplay
of these processes affects one biogeographic pattern, the distance–decay relationship,
and review evidence from the published literature for the processes driving this pattern in
microorganisms. Given the limitations of inferring processes from biogeographic patterns,
we suggest that studies should focus on directly testing the underlying processes.
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Biogeography is the study of the distribution of
organisms across space and time1. Traditionally, the field
has investigated plants and animals; however, numerous
recent studies have focused on the biogeography of
microorganisms, including bacteria, archaea, viruses,
fungi and other microbial eukaryotes. This growing
body of research provides overwhelming evidence that
microorganisms display biogeographic patterns, some of
which are similar to those of larger organisms (reviewed
in REFS 2–6).
Although the existence of microbial biogeographic
patterns is now well established, little is understood about
the processes underlying them. A central goal of the field
of biogeography is to understand the mechanisms that
generate and maintain diversity, including its richness
and composition. As a result, many microbial studies now
focus on what biogeographic patterns reveal about the
processes that drive them.
There are several reasons why our understanding
of the processes driving microbial biogeographic
patterns remains confounded. First, there are numerous
theoretical frameworks that researchers use to interpret
microbial biogeographic patterns, and the different
terminologies and analytical approaches complicate
cross-study comparisons. Furthermore, each framework
emphasizes a slightly different subset of potential
underlying processes, not all of which are considered in
each study.

Second, microbial biogeography studies frequently
use molecular genetic methods, allowing diversity to
be examined along a continuous scale of taxonomic
resolution (FIG. 1a). Microbial taxa are then classified
into operational taxonomic units (OTUs), which are
defined by the nucleotide sequence similarity of one or
more genomic regions. Thus, a taxon can be defined by
anything from unique nucleotide sequences to groups of
sequences that lump together millions of years of evolved
diversity (FIG. 1a). Not only does this flexibility make
comparisons across studies difficult, it also complicates
the interpretation of the processes driving biogeographic
patterns.
Finally, as with any field of scientific investigation,
there is only so much one can derive about mechanistic
processes solely from biogeographic patterns. Indeed,
multiple processes can interact in different ways
to result in the same pattern. Thus, it is crucial to
recognize the limits of what biogeographic patterns
can tell us and to supplement work in this area with
other approaches that directly assess the underlying
processes. To begin to address these challenges, here
we consider concepts from population genetics and
community ecology to expand the current framework of
microbial biogeography, emphasizing four fundamental
processes — selection, drift, dispersal and mutation —
that underlie microbial biogeographic patterns. We
briefly introduce microbial biogeographic patterns and
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Figure 1 | The sliding scale of microbial taxonomic definitions and its influence
on microbial biogeographic patterns. a | Symbols at the
tips ofReviews
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represent individual genotypes. Taxonomic breadth is defined as the extent of taxa
examined (for example, the genus Pseudomonas is a narrower breadth than all bacteria),
and taxonomic resolution is the level of genetic variation at which taxa are defined. In
this schematic, the differently coloured symbols represent four separate taxa at a 99%
sequence similarity level. At a lower resolution (97% similarity, shown in black), only two
taxa (represented by different shapes) are distinguished, whereas at a higher resolution
all four taxa can be identified. b,c | Two possible biogeographic patterns; the outlined
circles represent sampling locations that are separated by some spatial distance. Given
the community in panel a and a 99% taxon definition, both endemism and a distance–
decay pattern are observed in panel b (the yellow taxon is present only in the two circles
on the left, and the blue taxon is present only in the rightmost circle). However, given a
lower taxon resolution (97%), endemism would no longer be detectable (both shapes
appear in all locations), but a distance–decay pattern would remain (more circles are
seen on the left-hand side of the figure and more crosses on the right-hand side). By
contrast, panel c depicts a case in which no taxa are endemic, regardless of the
taxonomic resolution, but a distance–decay pattern exists at high taxonomic resolution
(the abundances of the yellow and purple taxa decrease from left to right, whereas the
abundances of the blue and orange taxa increase).

Taxon
A group into which related
organisms are classified. For
microorganisms, taxa are
usually defined by sequence
similarity of one or more
genomic regions. This includes
the possibility that taxa are
defined by entirely unique
genomes (at the highest
genetic resolution possible).

Community
All individuals of a defined set
of many taxa within an area
(for instance, all bacterial taxa).

Taxonomic breadth
The extent of taxa considered.

Cosmopolitan
Having a widespread
distribution, present almost
everywhere.

discuss how the four processes interact to determine
a commonly described pattern, the distance–decay
relationship. We further show that the current published
literature on microbial distance–decay patterns provides
evidence for the interplay of these processes, even
though the ability to detect a process can be conditional
on the taxonomic, genetic and spatial resolution of the
study. Last, we propose that a more direct consideration
of these processes, including experimental tests, should
drive the future of microbial biogeography research.

Microbial biogeographic patterns
Plant and animal biogeographers often examine the
interplay of spatial and temporal patterns; for example,
when tracking a taxon’s spatial patterns through the
fossil record or when describing the distribution of
a taxon with a range that varies seasonally. Likewise,
biogeographers are documenting striking temporal
patterns in microbial diversity at the same location,
primarily in marine ecosystems7–9. These studies show
not only that microbial composition is highly temporally

variable within years but also that this variation exhibits
a seasonal pattern that recurs across years. However, the
vast majority of microbial biogeography studies focus
solely on current spatial patterns, so we concentrate on
these below.
Evidence of biogeographic patterns. Evidence that
microorganisms display spatial biogeographic patterns
falls into at least two categories. The first is the existence of endemic taxa and of nonrandom relationships in
the similarity of taxa across a landscape. By definition,
an endemic taxon is restricted to a particular location,
region or habitat type and therefore is not distributed
evenly across the Earth. For this reason, endemism is
the clearest demonstration of microbial biogeography.
Similarly to larger organisms, some microorganisms
seem to be endemic to distinct geographic regions10,11.
Other taxa are clearly endemic to specific habitat types:
for example, those inhabiting extreme environments
such as hot springs12–14. Finally, recent global surveys
indicate that most bacteria are restricted to broad habitat types, as there is little overlap among bacterial taxa
found in soils, sediments, freshwater and seawater15,16.
The second category of evidence is the detection
of genetic similarity patterns among microbial taxa
in different locations. One approach, adapted from
population genetics, compares the genetic diversity
within locations to that among locations, yielding a
measure of divergence among locations13,17. Traditionally,
these metrics have focused on a fine taxonomic
resolution (often at the level of unique sequences)
within a narrow taxonomic breadth, such as the sequence
diversity within one ‘species’ (FIG. 1a; and as defined by
REFS 18,19). Recently, however, these metrics have been
applied to broader taxonomic breadths20,21: for example,
to examine all of the diversity within a genus11,12,22 or
the entire bacterial community20,23. In each case, these
studies find evidence that different locations harbour
microorganisms that differ in genotypic composition.
A related approach seeks to correlate taxonomic
similarity with geographic distance. A decline in
similarity with increasing geographic distance (known
as a distance–decay relationship), indicates not only
that composition is different among locations but also
that this variation is spatially autocorrelated (that is,
it correlates with spatial distance)24–27. In population
genetics, this pattern has long been studied at a relatively
narrow taxonomic breadth and fine resolution to
test for evidence of ‘isolation by distance’ or the tendency
for populations of species that are close to one another to
be more genetically similar to each other than to distant
populations18,19. Distance–decay relationships have been
repeatedly observed for microorganisms in a range of
habitats at various taxonomic resolutions10,25,26,28–30.
Limits to detecting patterns. Not every study thus
far has found evidence for microbial biogeographic
patterns31,32, and some microbial taxa may indeed be
cosmopolitan. However, there are several considerations
to make before one discounts or embraces a microbial biogeographic pattern. First, the presence of cosmopolitan
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microorganisms — the pigeons of the microbial world
— does not exclude the possibility that other microbial
taxa have endemic distributions (FIG. 1b). In fact, microbial studies commonly find evidence for both ubiquitous
taxa and restricted taxa33. Moreover, microbial endemism
is difficult to confirm because many rare taxa will not be
detected in a sample even when they are present in the
location, falsely suggesting a more restricted distribution
than is actually the case9,34,35. Conversely, the presence of a
taxon does not distinguish whether it is an active member
of the community or a dormant transient (BOX 1).
Second, biogeographic patterns can exist in the
absence of endemism. Many microbial diversity patterns,
such as the distance–decay relationship, do not rely on
the existence of endemic taxa (FIG. 1c). Even if every
microbial taxon is everywhere, nonrandom spatial
variation in the relative abundance of these taxa is a
biogeographic pattern.
Box 1 | What is dispersal limitation?
Many microbial biogeography studies focus primarily on the process of dispersal and,
in particular, on the question of whether microorganisms are dispersal limited (that is,
whether they show restriction in movement to and/or establishment at a location).
Some of the debate about the existence of dispersal limitation stems from different
definitions of dispersal. Here, we define dispersal as the movement and successful
establishment of an individual (and the taxon it represents) from one location to
another through passive or active mechanisms. Successful establishment means
metabolic activity and at least some reproduction in the new location, rather than
simply the presence of an individual or its taxon. This definition of dispersal is consistent
with the concept of gene flow in population genetics, as only migrants that reproduce
contribute to gene flow60. To draw an analogy with larger organisms, this distinction
means that a plant community includes seedlings and adults but not the seed bank, and
that an animal community does not include infrequent vagrants. For microorganisms,
demonstrating establishment is not always feasible; therefore, detection is usually
considered evidence of establishment, even though many microorganisms present in
a location might not be metabolically or reproductively active9,34,93,108.
Thus, organisms can show dispersal limitation either if their movement to a new
location is restricted or if establishment of individuals in a new location is hindered.
Generally, restricted movement occurs when the probability of movement is uneven
over space. For instance, an offspring or daughter cell that is more likely to disperse to a
nearby location than to one further away (for example, if progeny cells remain spatially
aggregated in the vicinity of the parent109) shows dispersal limitation, even if sometimes
dispersal occurs everywhere.
Successful establishment depends on many factors, such as the presence of a suitable
habitat and priority effects (when the prior occupation of a habitat precludes new
individuals from colonizing that space)41,110. Priority effects may be neutral (whoever
gets there first has an advantage regardless of taxon identity) or they may depend on a
taxon’s ability to compete with the particular taxa already present. Direct evidence that
priority effects can influence microbial composition has been observed in laboratory
microcosms111–113, but the importance of this mechanism in more natural habitats is
unknown.
Finally, it is important to recognize that dispersal can depend on both neutral factors
(which are independent of taxon identity) and deterministic factors. For instance, dispersal
may be neutral when rates depend on population size, as individuals of abundant taxa
should have a greater dispersal potential than individuals from low abundance
populations, regardless of taxon identity41. However, microbial taxa can also vary in
dispersal ability owing to deterministic traits such as spore formation, morphological
features and habitat specificity. Establishment may also depend on deterministic
factors such as physiological traits that influence habitat specificity or competitive
ability (for example, autotrophs versus heterotrophs), habitat features (for example,
availability of space and resources) and seasonal variation in favourable environmental
conditions. Because both neutral and deterministic factors may contribute to dispersal,
dispersal limitation by itself is not evidence that neutral processes are at work.

Finally, the ability to detect a biogeographic pattern,
including endemism or a distance–decay relationship,
may depend on taxonomic resolution. Specifically, some
patterns may be more detectable at finer resolutions than
at coarser resolutions2,10,36 (FIG. 1b). Thus, the lack of a
pattern using one taxonomic definition is not evidence
that biogeographic patterns do not exist.

The processes driving the patterns
Having established the existence of microbial
biogeographic patterns, many researchers have begun
drawing from multiple theoretical frameworks to evaluate
the processes that generate and maintain the patterns
observed3,4,6,37,38. One approach aims to partition the
relative effects of current environmental factors versus
the effects of historical ones on microbial biogeographic
patterns6. Other frameworks draw upon the field of
general ecology, using metacommunity theory 39,40
and the neutral theory of biodiversity41,42 to interpret
microbial spatial patterns3,38,43–47. These three seemingly
disparate frameworks emphasize different subsets of the
same four processes, which, for larger organisms, are
usually considered separately, according to whether they
operate on ecological or evolutionary levels48.
Evolutionary versus ecological processes. Mechanisms
that contribute to the genetic composition and diversity
within species are traditionally considered to be microevolutionary processes. Typically, species are defined
according to the biological species concept: as a group
of individuals that potentially interbreed and genetically
recombine. Evolutionary biologists have long recognized four processes that contribute to diversity within
such species: mutation, selection, gene flow and genetic
drift 49–53. Mutation creates non-directed change in
nucleotide sequences. Natural selection drives the proliferation (or removal) of those mutations on the basis
of the differential survival and reproduction of individuals carrying those mutations. Potential selective factors
include all of the physical, chemical and biotic features of
an organism’s environment. Within-species diversity is
further influenced by gene flow (the movement and successful establishment of genotypes from one population
to another) and by genetic drift (changes in genotype
frequencies owing to chance demographic events, such
as births and deaths).
By contrast, mechanisms shaping the composition
and diversity among species (and within and among
multispecies communities) are classically referred to
as ecological processes. Vellend48 proposed that these
processes can also be divided into four classes that are
conceptually parallel to the four evolutionary processes:
speciation, selection, dispersal and ecological drift. In this
case, speciation adds new species diversity (as defined
by the biological species concept). Selection alters the
relative abundance of species on the basis of their ability
to survive and reproduce. Selective factors among
species are similar to those operating within species
and include physical, chemical and biotic forces, such as
the outcome of competition, predation and mutualism.
Finally, species diversity within and among communities
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is influenced by dispersal (the movement and successful
establishment of a species to a new location) and by
ecological drift (changes in the frequencies of species in
a location owing to chance demographic fluctuations).
Even for larger organisms, evolutionary and ecological
processes are often so closely intertwined that their
separation seems artificial54,55, although the distinction
is particularly blurry for microorganisms. Currently,
research on the drivers of microbial biogeographic
patterns has primarily focused on what can arguably
be called ecological processes because they examine
the diversity and distribution among taxa, typically
defined coarsely (for example, as >97% similarity of
16S or 18S ribosomal RNA genes). Although less
prominent in the microbial biogeography literature, other
studies have applied a population genetics perspective to
investigate the evolutionary processes that drive diversity
within taxa of relatively narrow breadth13,17,56–58. Despite
this division, the boundary between ecological (among
taxa) and evolutionary (within taxa) processes is as
arbitrary and alterable as the microbial taxon definition
itself.

Horizontal gene transfer
Transfer of genetic material
between independent
organisms other than transfer
by direct decent.

Four processes that shape microbial biogeography.
The lack of a clear microbial species does not necessarily hinder the investigation of microbial biogeographic
processes. Instead, we propose a focus on the same four
fundamental processes — selection, drift, dispersal and
mutation — without attempting to separate them into
ecological and evolutionary levels. For instance, selection acts on many biological levels, including genes,
genotypes, cells, individuals and taxa59,60; thus, it makes
sense to consider selection generally for microbial taxa,
which can be defined at many levels. Likewise, for practical purposes, microbial gene flow (the movement and
establishment of genotypes) is measured in the same
way as dispersal (the movement and establishment of
taxa defined by genotypes). Even in the case of diploid,
sexual microorganisms such as fungi, taxa are often
characterized by haploid sequences rather than by the
species concept.
Similarly, ecological and evolutionary drift cannot
be distinguished for asexual organisms. Although some
might argue that ecological drift occurs at a much faster
rate than evolutionary drift, even this distinction falls
apart because of the flexible nature of the microbial taxon.
Consider an extreme case, in which bacterial taxa are
defined by unique nucleotide sequences (FIG. 1a). Imagine
then that stochastic changes occur in relative abundance
among all such bacterial taxa in a community. Because the
changes are among taxa, one could argue that ecological
drift has altered bacterial diversity in this community.
Now consider only the changes that happened during
this same time within one narrow lineage (for instance,
just within all Escherichia coli strains). Clearly, these same
changes are not due to a different process (evolutionary
drift) simply because the taxonomic focus (all bacteria
versus only E. coli) has changed.
A less obvious parallel between processes is the case
of mutation and speciation. However, mutation, in
conjunction with the other three processes mentioned

above, is ultimately responsible for diversification among
taxa (including speciation). Finally, one might argue
that the four processes are not exclusive. For instance,
previously we considered extinction a separate process6,
but now we classify it as the result of drift or selection48.
In sum, under this proposed merged framework, just
four processes act at all taxonomic scales (resolution and
breadth) to create and maintain microbial biogeographic
patterns. Of course, there can be mechanistic differences
in how these processes operate within and across various
taxonomic scales. Most notably, selection within sexual
populations differs mechanistically from selection acting
on taxa as defined by a genetic sequence. Similarly,
accounting for reproductive isolation mechanisms in
the speciation process is more complex than accounting
for the basic mutation process. Thus, it remains to be
tested at which taxonomic scales these differences
emerge for microorganisms. However, for the purposes
of understanding microbial biogeography, we propose
that more insight will be gained by considering how
these processes influence diversity across taxonomic
scales, rather than by dividing them into ecological
versus evolutionary categories.
A key reason that such a framework is possible is that
most studies investigate the biogeography of microbial
genes, not that of entire organisms or genomes (but see
REFS 45,61). These marker genes are chosen in large part
because they are highly conserved, they are rarely subject
to horizontal gene transfer (HGT) and they maintain
robust phylogenetic relationships62. Thus, recombination
and HGT should be of minor importance to the patterns
observed, although an interesting avenue of future
research lies in comparing biogeographic patterns of
conserved marker genes with those of entire genomes.
Genome-wide approaches may additionally offer
more robust species classifications63–65, providing the
opportunity to test whether species definitions (reviewed
in REF. 66 ) better explain microbial biogeographic
patterns than operational taxonomic definitions.

Process to pattern: distance–decay
To demonstrate how the processes of selection, drift,
dispersal and mutation shape biogeographic patterns,
we first abstractly consider their influence on the most
commonly studied pattern in the published microbial
literature, the distance–decay relationship. Overall,
selection and drift generate the relationship (a negative
correlation between compositional similarity and geo
graphic distance), dispersal counteracts it, and mutation
modifies its variance (the spread of data points) and
height (FIG. 2).
The process of selection generally differentiates
microbial composition among locations. At any one
location, the environment selects for taxa (whether
defined by individual genotypes or OTUs) that are
relatively better adapted to the local conditions, as long as
taxa vary in their response to those conditions48,52. At the
same time, selective factors are often organized spatially,
as in a gradient, and are thus spatially autocorrelated.
In such a case, selection will tend to produce a
distance–decay relationship, in which compositional
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Figure 2 | The effect of the four processes on the relationship between compositional similarity and spatial
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distance. a | Selection and drift increase the strength of the distance–decay relationship (they
steepen
the slope).
b | Dispersal weakens the distance–decay relationship (it flattens the slope). c | Mutation decreases the similarity between
locations, regardless of the distance between them.

Environment effect
A correlation of biotic
composition with measured
environmental variables after
controlling for the influence of
geographic distance.

similarity between any two locations decreases as the
geographic distance between them increases (FIG. 2a). For
instance, in a coastal estuary, salinity is highly spatially
autocorrelated, with highly saline conditions near the
ocean and fresher conditions further inland. Microbial
taxa are also highly sensitive to salinity; therefore, two
locations near the ocean are likely to be more similar to
one another in microbial composition than to a location
further inland67.
Similarly to selection, drift differentiates microbial
composition over space. Chance events, including
stochastic differences among taxa in births, deaths
and migration, differ among locations, regardless of
the surrounding environment or phenotypic variation
among taxa. Models derived from neutral theory, which
does not take selection into account, demonstrate that
drift, even in the absence of selection, can create a
distance–decay relationship18,68,69. As with selection, drift
strengthens the distance–decay relationship (it steepens
the slope) (FIG. 2a). Importantly, drift must interact with
dispersal to create a distance–decay pattern41: without
dispersal, drift would create a patchy distribution of
microorganisms and, hence, variation in composition
that is not spatially autocorrelated69. By contrast, with some
dispersal limitation (BOX 1), microbial composition would
be more similar between nearby locations than between
those further apart, as chance events at one location
would influence nearby composition. Thus, one might
expect that the importance of drift for the distance–
decay pattern will be greater for microorganisms that are
subject to relatively restricted dispersal, perhaps at large
spatial scales (for example, between continents) or in less
fluid environments (for example, subsurface habitats).
By contrast, as dispersal rates increase, local
composition increasingly reflects that of the newly
established colonizers, rather than the result of
subsequent selection by underlying environmental
conditions and/or local chance events18,40,49,69. At some
point, dispersal will entirely counteract compositional
differentiation imposed by drift and/or selection and
eliminate the distance–decay relationship (that is, flatten
the slope of the distance–decay curve) (FIG. 2b). Thus, all
else being equal, the distance–decay relationship should
be relatively weak in habitats where dispersal is high,

such as in the pelagic marine environment, where ocean
currents facilitate microbial dispersal30. By contrast, the
distance–decay relationship should be stronger when
dispersal is more limited, such as across disconnected
freshwater bodies44.
Last, mutation modifies the distance–decay
relationship by increasing local genetic diversity across
all locations. Because the same mutation rarely occurs
twice, this process essentially adds ‘noise’ to the genetic
diversity present among locations18,70. Thus, mutation
makes composition more distinct between locations,
lowering the height (not the slope) of the distance–
decay curve and increasing its variance18,69,70 (FIG. 2c). For
studies that focus on coarsely defined taxa, mutation is
unlikely to affect discernible biogeographic patterns,
as new mutations create within-taxon variation that is
not taken into account. However, if a variable genetic
region is considered at a fine taxonomic resolution (for
example, the internal transcribed spacer (ITS) region
at 99% similarity), then mutation might noticeably
influence the average compositional similarity among
locations and thus the distance–decay relationship.
Although we are not aware of any distance–decay studies
that examine the effect of mutation directly, given the
short generation times and fast growth rates of many
microorganisms, mutation might indeed add detectable
variability in microbial composition at fine resolutions.

Pattern to process: a literature review
The challenge remains to identify the relative
importance of the four processes on observed bio
geographic patterns. We conducted a non-exhaustive
review of studies that attempted to disentangle the
relative effects of contemporary selection versus
historical processes on the distance–decay relationship
(see legend of FIG. 3 for details). Generally, the studies
took a two-step approach. First, they tested for a
correlation between microbial composition and
measured environmental variables across many sampled
locations. This correlation is evidence for the influence
of contemporary selection; that is, the influence of
the current environment on the current distribution
of microbial diversity. After controlling for this
environment effect, they then tested whether geographic
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an environmental variable. a–d | Our literature review (n = 54) included studies of bacteria,
archaea
and/or
microbial
eukaryotes, but excluded those that focused on known pathogens, viruses or animal-associated microorganisms,
the distributions of which may be driven largely by those of their hosts. All studies used statistical methods to test for the
effect of horizontal spatial distance or environment while controlling for the effect of the other factor (for example,
redundancy analysis with variation partitioning76,77 or partial Mantel tests114). In most cases, the spatial parameter reported
was geographic distance, but in several cases other proxies for dispersal likelihood were used (for example, habitat
connectivity or lake-water retention time). Sample size (the number of studies that statistically tested for the effect in
each category) is shown above each bar. In panel c, scale definitions are as follows: intercontinental, >5,000 km; regional,
101–5,000 km; local, 0–100 km; microscale, 0–1 km; note that microscale is a subset of the local scale. Studies were
categorized according to the maximum scale used in the distance test. Several studies divided their data sets into
different spatial scales and tested for an effect at each scale separately, and are thus included in each relevant spatial
category. In panel d, the morphology category includes standard morphological species identification techniques. The
molecular fingerprint category includes ARISA (automated ribosomal intergenic spacer analysis), DGGE (denaturing
gradient gel electrophoresis), RFLP (restriction fragment length polymorphism), TRFLP (terminal RFLP) and single-strand
polymorphism techniques. The single-gene sequence category refers to traditional and pyrosequencing approaches
targeted at a single genetic region. Genotyping, the most sensitive characterization category, includes whole-genome and
multilocus techniques, such as ERIC-PCR (enterobacterial repetitive intergenic consensus PCR) and multilocus
sequencing. Studies based on PLFA (phospholipid fatty acid) analysis (n = 4) and qPCR (quantitative PCR; n = 1) were
excluded from the analysis in panel d.

Distance effect
A correlation of biotic
composition with geographic
distance after controlling
for the influence of the
contemporary environment.

distance explained any of the remaining variation in
microbial composition. Such a distance effect indicates
that processes other than current selection affect spatial
variation in microbial composition6,27,71,72. In this case,
history (encompassing the very recent to the geological
past) has left a legacy on present-day microbial
composition, either through past selection or drift.
Importantly, at least some dispersal limitation (BOX 1)
is required for past events to leave a contemporary
signature, otherwise differentiation owing to past
selection or drift would be counteracted (FIG. 2). As a
result, a significant distance effect can be interpreted
as evidence of dispersal limitation. Collectively, the
processes behind a distance effect — drift and/or past
selection along with dispersal limitation — are often
referred to as historical processes.

The literature survey allowed us to address the
following two questions. What is the relative importance
of contemporary environmental selection and/or
historical processes to observed patterns? And does
this importance vary by taxon, habitat, spatial scale or
taxonomic resolution of the study?
Evidence for contemporary selection and historical
processes. Our survey indicates that both contemporary selection and historical processes shape microbial
biogeographic patterns. Most of the studies (92.6%)
found a significant correlation between microbial composition and at least one measured environmental or
habitat feature, demonstrating that selection imposed
by the contemporary environment has a prominent role
in shaping microbial biogeographic patterns (FIG. 3).
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Only four out of the 54 studies reviewed observed no
correlation between composition and environmental
variables13,73–75. Most of the studies (68%) also reported
a significant distance effect, providing evidence that
historical processes, including dispersal limitation,
influence microbial composition (FIG. 3).
Among the studies examined, contemporary
selection had a greater effect on microbial composition
than historical processes. A study was more likely to find
a significant effect caused by environmental variables
than one caused by geographic distance (FIG. 3), and more
variation in microbial composition could be explained
by environmental variables (26.9%) than by geographic
distance (10.3%; t(36) = 3.27, P = 0.0053; FIG. 4). When
the unique and combined effects of environment and
distance were totalled, on average the studies explained
49.7% of the total variation in community composition
(FIG. 4). This result is remarkably similar to that of a
similar literature review on the biogeography of larger
organisms76, in which 22% of compositional variation
could be explained by the environment alone, 16% by
geographic distance alone and 48% by a combination of
the two. Thus, contemporary selection seems to be more
important than historical processes to the biogeography
of both small and large organisms.
A caveat to interpreting the distance effect, and
therefore the importance of dispersal limitation, is
the problem of unmeasured environmental variables.
A spurious distance effect will result if any spatially
autocorrelated selective factors are not accounted for
by the measured environmental variables27,77. In fact,
a complete quantification of all selective variables is
practically impossible to achieve, so the distance effect
is probably almost always overestimated. For example,
biotic variables, such as the abundance or composition
of other organisms present, are rarely taken into account.
However, when they are considered, they often correlate
with microbial composition78–80, suggesting that biotic
interactions are an often disregarded selective force
capable of influencing microbial distributions.
When and where are historical processes important?
The relative importance of contemporary selection
versus historical processes probably depends on a
taxon’s physiological traits. However, studies focusing
on eukaryotic microorganisms were just as likely to
find a distance effect as those on bacteria and archaea
(FIG. 3a; χ2(2, n = 57) = 1.71, P = 0.43), even though dispersal rates are expected to increase with decreasing
body or cell size81. Of course, the lack of a domain-level
pattern does not exclude the possibility that important
trait variation occurs among finer taxa. For instance,
bacterial taxa that produce spores or cysts might have
greater dispersal capabilities than those without such
traits82.
Habitat type might also affect the importance of
historical processes, as highly connected habitats
and aquatic substrates should enable more dispersal than isolated habitats and solid substrates44,83,84.
However, the proportion of studies detecting a distance
effect was also similar across habitat types ( FIG. 3b;

χ2(5, n = 50) = 3.46, P = 0.63). Furthermore, distance

effects were detected in the ocean as often as in soils
or inland aquatic environments, although there was
a trend for inland aquatic environments to display
distance effects less often than soils.
Historical processes might also be more evident at
larger geographic scales, owing to decreasing migration
rates. Once again, however, the studies reviewed did
not reveal a clear trend. The likelihood of detecting a
distance effect did not vary by geographic scale (FIG. 3c;
χ2(3, n = 58) = 1.79, P = 0.63). If anything, a distance
effect was most often observed at small (0–1 km) or very
large, intercontinental (>5,000 km) scales. This result is
highlighted by several studies that directly compared
multiple spatial scales. For example, dispersal-related
factors in diatoms were found to increase in relative
importance with increasing maximum distance between
lakes85. Similarly, a distance effect was apparent at only
the largest spatial scales for freshwater bacteria in two
other studies29,47. By contrast, community composition
was related to distance at only the smallest scale (<5 km)
for salt marsh bacteria, not at the regional or global
scale86. Such a small-scale distance effect might be due
to microbial aggregation 87, which can be caused by
dispersal limitation (BOX 1).
Finally, the ability to detect historical processes
might depend on taxonomic resolution, as higher
resolutions take into account more compositional
variation4,26,38. Indeed, the likelihood of detecting a
distance effect increased with increasing resolution
(FIG. 3d; χ2(3, n = 47) = 7.68, P = 0.053). Studies using
whole-genome or multilocus genotyping techniques
and full-sequence comparisons were more likely to
detect a distance effect than studies using single-gene
fingerprinting techniques or morphological techniques.
In addition, among those studies that sequenced the 16S
gene, pyrosequencing studies (which usually consider
a lower taxonomic resolution than those using cloning
and Sanger sequencing88) were less likely to detect an
effect (43% of the time) than cloning studies (80%).
This trend is consistent with several studies that directly
compared different levels of taxonomic resolution26,85,89,90.
For example, one study 10 found stronger evidence
for endemicity in soil Pseudomonas spp. with a highresolution genotyping method than with fingerprinting
methods10. In marine Prochlorococcus spp., community
composition correlated with dispersal rate at only the
highest taxonomic resolution examined90.

Moving forward
The literature analysis suggests that both contemporary
selection and historical processes (including dispersal
limitation) shape the distribution of at least some
microorganisms from all domains of life and a range of
habitat types, spatial scales and taxonomic resolutions
(FIG. 3). However, selection seems to have a stronger
influence than historical processes (FIGS 3,4), as has
been observed for larger organisms 76. Beyond these
broad conclusions it remains difficult to disentangle
the relative importance of selection, drift, dispersal and
mutation by analysing distance–decay patterns41,42,91.
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The percentage of variance explained
by the|unique
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of horizontal geographic distance, the unique effect of
measured environmental variables and the sum of the
unique and combined fractions in studies that carried out a
redundancy analysis (RDA) with variance partitioning76,77,114.
The total number of studies that reported RDA values
(sample size) is shown within each bar, and standard error
is represented by error bars. The mean variance explained
by the unique effects of the environment is significantly
greater than the mean variance explained by the unique
effects of geographic distance (t(36) = 3.27, P = 0.0053).

Below, we offer suggestions for how the field might
advance by emphasizing biogeographic processes over
patterns.
Focusing the question. Although most studies focus
much of their interpretation on dispersal, a distance
effect is created by a lack of dispersal (dispersal limitation) and the resulting process of drift. Thus, one might
ask instead: what is needed to detect drift in microbial
communities? When considering this question, it is
important to note that drift has a larger impact when
dispersal is low and populations are small41,52. As a result,
drift is often assumed to be irrelevant for microorganisms owing to their high dispersal potential and large
population sizes. This assumption may not be true for
several reasons. First, even when dispersal rates are high,
models suggest that drift can create a strong distance–
decay pattern41. Second, although the total number of all
microbial individuals in a community may be very large,
drift might still act on rare taxa92; indeed, most microbial taxa within a community seem to be rare34. In addition, many individuals may not be actively reproducing
(that is, they may be dormant93) or they may be divided
into subpopulations63, thereby reducing local ‘effective’
population sizes.
Given the conditions leading to drift, sampling methods
that target rare and/or active microbial populations will
be more likely to detect drift. Similarly, because selection
seems to be a nearly universally important process
in shaping microbial biogeography, a study designed
to investigate drift should minimize environmental
variation (and therefore selection). By contrast, sampling
across environmental gradients or habitat types (as most
studies to date have done) emphasizes the strength of
environmental selection, and therefore any effect of drift
on microbial composition may go undetected.
Finally, as noted several times above, the ability to
detect a biogeographic process can depend on taxonomic

resolution. However, it is important to clarify that it is
not taxonomic resolution per se that matters, but the
amount of genetic variation captured by this resolution.
Specifically, for the detection of drift, the amount of
selectively neutral variation (that is, genetic variation
that has no effect on fitness) of the taxonomic marker
is important. If selection at the marker locus is high
and/or there are few neutral sites (genetic sites at which
variation has no effect on fitness) within the marker, then
differentiation by drift may not be recognizable at that
marker18,94. This suggests that commonly used markers,
such as the 16S rRNA gene, may not be ideal candidates
for the detection of drift if they encompass little neutral
variation. Indeed, if selection is operating on a genetic
marker or a morphological trait used to define taxa, a
distance effect may not be observed because there is not
enough non-selective variation to detect drift. Similarly,
the use of multiple loci can improve the detection of drift
by increasing the amount of neutral variation covered.
For instance, one study13 detected a distance effect in
Sulfolobus spp. populations at smaller spatial scales only
when analysing multiple genetic loci.
Beyond patterns. Part of the difficulty in inferring the
driving processes from biogeographic patterns is that
the processes occur along a continuum of space and
time95, whereas discretely sampled patterns represent an
integration of these processes over time. To address the
effects of these processes over time, both experiments
of microbial community assembly and temporal studies are needed. There are few examples of experimental
studies, but those that do exist provide direct evidence
that historical processes influence microbial community composition, whether through the legacy of past
environmental conditions96 or through dispersal limitation97–99. For instance, one study99 identified a specific
temporal window during which the effects of dispersal
limitation were apparent before other processes eclipsed
its impact. Thus, the relative importance of a process
may depend on when during assembly the community
is examined. Furthermore, recent temporal survey studies have highlighted the importance of seasonality as a
driver of microbial distribution and activity7–9, which
has implications for the interpretation of spatial patterns
observed at one point in time.
An additional approach is to directly address the
propensity of particular microbial taxa to be affected by
any of the four processes discussed here. For example,
dispersal potential can be estimated by characterizing
microbial composition in dispersal vectors such as air,
dust and rain100–105. Measurements of phenotypic traits
that facilitate dispersal can also be valuable. One study82
found that even coarse knowledge about dispersalrelated traits from relatively few cultured taxa could
explain the observed biogeographic patterns. Finally,
new mathematical models, perhaps adapted from
population genetics and ecological theory, could shed
light on biogeographic processes. Such models might,
for example, explore the potential rates of one process,
relative to another, that are required to produce an
observed distance–decay relationship.
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Conclusion
In the past decade the field of microbial biogeography
has made significant strides towards demonstrating
that microorganisms display biogeographic patterns.
The biogeography of microorganisms, like that of all
organisms, is undoubtedly governed by the evolutionary
and ecological interplay of four major processes: selection,
drift, dispersal and mutation. However, when, where, why
and how much each process contributes to these patterns
remains unresolved for microorganisms, as it does for all
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